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ffuuss™ 

High Speed Energy Efficient Hand Dryer

   Fast and quiet
   Air Hugs technology
   Preheat system
   Hygenic HEPA Filter
   Laser diagnosis



ffuuss™ 

High Speed Energy Efficient Hand Dryer

 Matte Black

COLOUR OPTIONS

Ice White

AVAILABLE TO ORDER

Matte Coral RedHoney Yellow

Pearl Gentian Blue

Light Grey

Pearl Gold



DIMENSIONS
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ffuuss™ 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Cover    ABS, Antimicrobial treated
Motor   Universal Vacuum brushed  23,000 RPM 
Power Consumption 1100W
Element   Nil, fitted with preheat
Rating   5 amps @ 240 V AC  IPX2
Switching  Make or Break Infrared
Max Airflow  73 L/s
Dimensions  635 H  x 320 W x 250 D mm
Other Features  Bluetooth technology
Warranty  36 Month Limited Warranty

Standards  Complies with New Zealand and Australian Standards

AIRHUGS

The distribution of the air outlets 
offers an authentic ‘air hugs’ 
experience. The outlet design 
ensures the air covers as much 
of the hands as possible, and 
with the different sized outlets 
noise is minimized. The side 
outlets produce a ‘curtain effect’ 
preventing water spraying out of 
the drying chamber. 

PREHEAT

The preheat system is an air 
heating system that works without 
conventional heating elements that 
have high power consumption. The 
system is activated and controlled 
by environmental sensors to avoid 
unnecessary power wastage. 

LASER DIAGNOSIS

Quick and easy to maintain, the 
ffuuss™ has a unique silent alarm 
system integrated into the design 
that reflects a red laser dot onto 
the floor to indicate when the 
water tray requires emptying. 

Air outlets*

The design and distribution of the air outlets is unique to ffuussTM 
and they offer authentic "air hugs".

The outlets have been designed to ensure the air covers as much 
of the area of the hands as possible and the combination of their 
different sizes minimizes air noise. Their oval shape and slight 
inclination projects the air in the optimal direction for drying 
hands.

At the sides, outlets have been incorporated to produce a "curtain 
effect", to prevent water from spraying out of the drying area.

* Patent pending.

Preheat*

The Preheat system comes as optional. It is an air heating system, 
patented by ffuussTM that works without the need for conventional 
resistors that have a high consumption and entail certain risks.

The system is activated and controlled by environmental sensors 
to avoid a constant and unnecessary consumption, making the 
ffuussTM hand dryer safer and more efficient.

* Patent pending.

Air outlets*

The design and distribution of the air outlets is unique to ffuussTM 
and they offer authentic "air hugs".

The outlets have been designed to ensure the air covers as much 
of the area of the hands as possible and the combination of their 
different sizes minimizes air noise. Their oval shape and slight 
inclination projects the air in the optimal direction for drying 
hands.

At the sides, outlets have been incorporated to produce a "curtain 
effect", to prevent water from spraying out of the drying area.

* Patent pending.

Preheat*

The Preheat system comes as optional. It is an air heating system, 
patented by ffuussTM that works without the need for conventional 
resistors that have a high consumption and entail certain risks.

The system is activated and controlled by environmental sensors 
to avoid a constant and unnecessary consumption, making the 
ffuussTM hand dryer safer and more efficient.

* Patent pending.

Laser diagnosis*

Patented by ffuussTM , it’s a unique, silent alarm system, integrated 
in the design for a quick and easy equipment maintenance control. 
When the ffuussTM hand dryer reflects a fixed red dot on the floor, 
this means that the water tank has to be emptied.

A red blinking dot projected onto the floor means there is a 
technical problem with the equipment.

* Patent pending.

Telemetry System* / Detection and diagnosis of breakdowns

Patented by ffuussTM, it is very useful for the distributor because it 
sends information about the state of the equipment remotely by 
Bluetooth, which eliminates the need to disassemble the dryer.

The connection is activated manually thanks to infrared detectors 
in the equipment. It runs in Android but will soon be available in 
other systems.

* Patent pending.

Chromotherapy*

LEDs, located in the area where the hands are placed, create a 
cascade of lighting in different colours that enhance relaxation, 
wellness and reduce stress.

The colours create a chromotherapeutic effect to enhance 
wellbeing and mental clarity. The colour experience, combined 
with the multiple air outlets, is what enables users to enjoy a 
pleasant hand massage.

* Patent pending.

HEPA Filter / Treatment with antibacterial additives

The HEPA filter comes as optional. It is especially relevant in 
food-handling and hospital environments especially where a high 
standards of disinfection are required.

The ffuussTM hand dryer has been treated with Biomaster 
antibacterial additives whose active ingredient based on silver ion 
technology prevents the growth and formation of new bacterial 
cells, meaning that the ffuussTM hand dryer is effectively and 
permanently more hygienic over the course of its lifetime.

HEPA FILTER

The machines HEPA filter is especially relevant for food-handling and 
hospital environments, where a high standard of hygiene is required. Based 
on silver ion technology the hand dryer is also treated with Biomaster 
antibacterial additives which effectively means that the hand dryer is more 
hygienic over the course of its lifetime.
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